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FOREWORD
At its third session (London, 1960), the WMO Commission for Climatology (CC1)
established a Working Group on Data-Processing by Machine Methods. The group was requested
inter alia to study the need for publishing further guidance material and to make suggestions

to that effect.
The group consisted of Messrs. J. F. Basen (U.S.A.)s Chairman, K. N. Rao (India),

E. J. Sumner (U.K.) and Th. Werner Johannessen.

Mrs. P. E. Kamenskaja (U.S.S.R.) was desig-

nated in 1964 as an additional member of the group.
The final report of the group was considered by eel at its fourth session in
Stockholm in 1965. The commission noted the report with satisfaction and showed great interest in the guidance material prepared by the group, recommending that it be published as
a WMO Technical Note.
I am glad to have this opportlUlity of expressing to Mr. Basen and to the other
members of the working group the sincere appreciation of the World Meteorological Organization for all the time and effort they have devoted to the preparation of this valuable re-

port.

(D. A. Davies)
Secretary-General
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SUMMARY

Throughout the world,. an immense .amountand variety of meteorological data have
been accumulated over the years; and the rate of production of such data 1s rising steadily
as a result of the ever-growing demands for information and the expanding development of observing teChniques.
Every human endeavour is- influenced in some way by weather and climate; and rational planning of weather-affected activities requires. the ability to analyze past weather in
all possible scales of space and time. The weather data collections, therefore, must be held
in safe keeping for long periods, and in forms suitable for effective and economical retrieval
and climatological analysis.
The data storage media, processing techniques and equipment used in any individual
collection must be tailored to the needs and capabilities af the meteorological service involved. While manuscript records and manual data-processing methods still satisfy the simple
requirements of small collections, most meteorological services have found it increasingly
necessary to introduce a measure of automation, ranging from small-scale punch-caTd machines,
performing a few hundred operations per minute, through the very large.electronic data-processing systems capable of hundreds of thousands of operations per second.
Automation, properly designed, reduces greatly the human labour required to per:f0Fm·-:a E1ata-pr0c~s·s1-ng,·-t-as-kj reduces-i5-hecos'tper unit 'of' workjand increases the quantity
and complexity of -the work that can be accomplished.
This technical note is an assessment of the state of the art in data-processing
media, techniques for data transcription and editing, and the full range of data recording
and processing machines including electronic data-processing systems. Characteristics of the
available data. media, data transcription techniques, and data-processing machines are explored, with discussion of their strong points and weaknesses and their applicability to storage,
retrieval, and processing of meteorological data for programmes in climatology.
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ResUME
U:he immense quantite de donnees meteorologiques de' toutes Bartes a €ite accumulee
dans Ie monde entier au eours des anneesj Ia vitesse a laquelle ces donnees affluent augmente
regulieremeDt. du fait de Ia demande de renseignements toujours croissante et de l'expansion
des techniques d'observation.
Toutes les- entreprises huma1nes sont influencees d I- une rnarll.ere OU d 'une autre par
Ie temps et Ie climat. L'organisation rationnelle des activites conditionnees par ore ~emps
implique done Ia possibili te d t analyser Ie temps passe a toutes les. echelles possibles d I es~
pace et de duree.

Les collections de donnees meteorologiques doivent, par consequent, gtre conservees en sQrete durant de lQngues periodes BOllS une forme se pr@tant a un classement efficace
et economique et permettant l'analyse climatologique.

Les moyens de conservation des donnees" les methOdes de traitement et 1 'equipement
utilise pour les' collections de chaque serVice meteo:rologique do1vent @tre ada.ptes aux. .besoins
et aux possibilites de ee service. Bien que des archives manuscrites et des methodes de,de~
pouillement manuelles repondent encore aux besoinslimites de petites collections; laneces~
site d1introduire un certain niveau d'automatisation s'est progressivement imposee a la plupart.des services meteorologiques, cette automatisation allant des petites machines a cartes
perforees, executant quelques centaine:;; d I. operations' par m:i:nute ,jusqu "aux grands ensembles i
electroniques de traitement des donnees capa.bles d l effectuer des cehtaines de mil1iel"s,"d I operations par seconde.
L'automatisation, convenablement cangue; reduit'sertsiblemehtl1intervention de·
l'homme dans les diverses ope~ations. de d~pouillement, diminue le'cofit de chaque'aperation
elementaire .et accroJ::t la quantite et la complexite du travail qUi peut @tre accomplL,,,
Cette Note techn1quefait Ie point des possibiliteS actuelles'en matiere ,de trai~
tement des donnees, de techniques de transcription et de preparation des donnees, et passe
en revue la gamme complete des machines d'enregistrement et de traitement, y compris les ensembles electroniques de traitement de 1 'information. Elle etudie des caracteristiques des
supports de donnees utilisables. des techniques de transcription et des machines de traitement des donnees; elle examine les avantages et les points faibles de ces machines et indique
dans que lIe mesure el1es peuvent etre utilisees pour la conservation, Ie classement et le depouillement des donnees meteorologiques necessaires au deroulement des programmes climatologiques.
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RESUMEN

En todo e1 mUlldo" una. inmensa cahtidad y variedad de·datos ineteoro16gicos: han
sido acumulados al cabo de los auos; y 1a veloci~ad de 1a producci6n de tales datos' estA
aumentando continuamente como resultado de las demandas siempre mayores de:lnformaci6n y e1
creciente desarrollo de las tecni9as de observacibn.
Todo esfuerzQ' humano esta influenc1ado de alguna manera par e1 tiempo y e1
clima; y 1a planificaci6n racional -de las actividades influenciadas par e1 tiempo -exige 1a
posibilidad de analizar e1 tiempo pasado en todas las escalas' posibles de espa~ioy tiempo.
Las colecciones de datos meteoro16gicos deben, per con~iguiente, ser conservadas cuidadosa~
mente para largos periodos y en la-forma convenlente para quela b6.squeda de,los datos.resulte
eficiente y econ6m~oa y puedan ser utilizados para lo~ trabajos de an~lisis climatoI6g~cos.
Los medios utilizados papa la conservaci6n de los, datos, las t,s'cnicas depJ'epa-'
raci6n de los mismos y e1 equipo utilizado en toda colecci6n individual d~ben ser aQ&Ptados
a las necesidades y posibilidades del servicio meteoro16gico interesado.Mientras que ,los
registros manuscritosy 'los metodbs martuales de preparaci6n de datospueden t6dav1a~atisfacer
las ,si~ples exigencias de pequenas colecciones, la mayor parte "de ~ervici6smeteor616gicok
han cbnsiderado cada vez m!s necesarib introducir 'un medio de automatizaci6n, pasanclo por'calcuiadoras de' cartas perioradas de pequena escala, 8usceptibles de'realizar aigtinoscentertare&
'de-'operaciones' par minuto, a los riluy grandes sisterhas eiectr6nicos -de prepara~i6n de data};
capaces de efectuar centenares de millares de operacion€spor segundo.
La autbmatizaci6n~ debidamente apllcada, reduce considerabiemehte lalabor humana'necesaria para la tarea de preparaci6n de 'datos; reduce'sl cost~ pot unidadde'trabaJ~;
e incrementa la cantidad y complejidad del trabajo quepuedeser realizado.
Esta Nota Tecnica es una evaluaci6n dela situaci6n actual delestudiode los
medios con qUe Se cuenta parala preparaci6n de datosj de las tecnibaspara tranSc~fpci6n"de
los mismos y consiguiertte publicaci6nj y-de la garna completa'de m~quinas para ei registro y
preparaci6ndedichos datos'incluidos los sistemas electr6nioos de preparaci6n.
&e estud1an, las caracter~s.tic~~ de los medios de qu~ s.~ d~spone para,ia prepa~
raci6n de datos, las tecnica~ de transcrip916n,de los mismopy las mAquinas para la pr~para
ci6n de datos, examinando detalladamente las ventajas y desventajas que presentan y su posible
aplicaci6n para la conservaci6n, b6squeda y preparaci6n de datos meteoro16gicos para los programas de climatolog1a.
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1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

1.1

Data-processing and the need for automation

Data-proG~ssing may pe d~tined as any systematic procedure through Which basic
information
-transposed into more accessible or more d~rectly usaole forms. Itcomprises
editing and organizing functions (detecting and correcting errors, classifying and indexing
records, sorting and collating data prior to use, etc.), carryipg'Qut neoessary calculations
and transcribing both data and results in prescribed format to a suitable storage and processing mediUm, not necessarily in that order.

is

The, data l1Ewe f;i..;rst t9 be recorded at sourc~J <;lJspatched toa collecting centJ;'c
and fina~ly distribu~~d tQthe,users. Now~ays ~at~ pro9.uqt~On and transm~ssionare beoomin§
so p0tW<l,. up with data-proces/;d.p.e;:,J;loth on the prgqnization~J- ,®<1 Pn the equ:ipmentsides tltat
it is somet~m~s difficult tp dift~t~ntiate petween them ~t ~l cleav~y. Hpweverj as faP'as
pos~ible ~e scope of the R~~sept chapte~ will ~~ confiped t9 the ~bpve ,defin1tion.
J

Throughout the world an immense amount and variety of meteorological data have
been accumulated over the years • Moreove,r, tb,eir rate of procluctiol1. 11:? l";LSing steadily
bec~use pf ever-growing deman~sboth practical and ,scient~fic(e.g. c~;Lm~tQlog~oal ,and avia_
tion service~:, :h~erical weather .pred~Lction, general,'c;l.i~·qlI1-Et,iQn,stJJ,dJ~l?:,etc."
}'J ~'},md-because
of the,~pvent,iQ1), pf new recording and observing .d~viG-e9 '(in~t:rument?L d,igiti,zers, racti'attbn
sonde::;;, spac~ satElllites, etc.). The old pl?ocessing8;Bd L'E;ltr,iev<M p:tVpl$rrB :r'emain and inten""
sify while many additional applications apd m9~e ~earcbing st~t~~tical techniques have been
evolved to deal with them.
Cl;Lmato.;Logica,+ inforJ11ation is a heritage Wh:LC~l ,is ll9t l:ight4.y to be di'sc.arded.
However, po country nee.q.s' to p:rocess all the worlq,J f:i data. At',!11Q§ta s~lection, largely
consist;LI:lg of observations prodllCed wi thin ,1,ts own front,ie~,s, iR:"r~,.qUiredpndafter a time
some cQ.pden~ati6n eyen of ,1fh:l,.~ may bepqssibl€1,. For tpe smI?T]~?st countri,esllh;:md...and.,..eyell
metho9.!3 qf' proce~s.ing mayqtill su;f'fiQl1"
q'lJOh methods, J;lOweveJ;' ~ ,have fo:r some years proved
impracttcal anq, unegqnowio f'o~most qQuntries where a measure of ~utomation has be~n 1ntro~
duced.. mor~ usuallY th:i?o~ ~he agency of punch-cqrdm<;tc)::lines. These;in ::their turil,a:ve now
being supplemented
supe~,seded in the larges.t countries by 9til~ mgre powerful and efficient techniques base~ on electronic computer.s.

Qr

1.2

Eq~ipment

; range, performance. anq-,econqmics

Data-processing equipment maybe broadly classified either byfurtbtion (recorders,
sorters, tabulators, calculators . . etc.) Or by mOde of operation (manual, mechanical, electron~c). No clear-dut divisions are p0ssfule:many machines combine several funbtions and
possibly ~ll fOU~ modes of opera~ion.
The power of a machine rests on its ability to take over the physical and mental
burden from human ;operators. Its efficiency as compared with humans depends on its speed
and reliability (speed without reliability isa dubi6us gain!) and on its capacity for repetitive and for mUltipLe working. In data-processing machines the mental load has sometimes
been reduced while the physical effort has been increased... but in general the trend has been
to diminish both with a consequent lnc~ease per operator in the number of functions and taffies
that qan be carrled,out on Qnemachine.
Manual operations are usually slower and less reliable than mechanical or electro~
mechanical, and the latter more so than electronic. However, this generalization is not to'be

2
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taken literally : there is a range of speed and reliability for each type of equipment with
some overlap. -Moreover~ what matters is not so much the performance of individual items of
equipment as the speed and efficienoy with which the job as a whole can be carried out. Bearing in mind that most problems Cal1 be. brolcen doW1J. -into smaller elements and that processing
lUlits are repeatable~ there is no theoretical limit to the performance of any category of
equlpmeht.
The sort of equipment used and the precise point at wHich a change is ro.ade from
one category to another depends on many factors : the bulk of data to be dealt with; the
sort and urgency of the work to be done from it; the cost of labourjmateri_~sJ office spao~
and machines in the area in question; the cost and availability of maintenance services;
the rate of-obsblescence6f equipment, etc. Every case must be considered on its merits i~
the light of local commitments arid conditions.

1.3

Data~processingmedia

As remarked in section 1.1, many services have already- adopted punch-ca.rds for
data-processing. The punch-card is the internatiohally-acceptedmedium of exchange for meteorological data in machineable form 'and the use of a standard80-coiumrt.cardis recommended
~n the WMO TeChnicM"'Regulat-ion 8.2.1.3.
A 'vast, cardlibrar;Y"' of world data is avai-lable
and,' b.ecause of their flexibility and versatility- 'for use in 'a wide range of automatic dat,aprocessing machines, it Se6mS likeli that punch-card teChniqu~s will survive for manY years
despite their relatively low speed~ bulkiness and poor archival life as compared~ith other
media.
Punch-cards have a long history bfuse with mechanical'and electromechanical -machines, and mOrEL, recently with electronic coInputers. But 'they are- not the only pO,s,sibillty:
paper tape.jfamilia.r in t'€leconunUhications-work, and magnetic tape are now widespread, especially with computers and for applicati6ns for which compactness and continuity of reCOrd
are a prerequisite. The q~alities of these and other media and their suitability fortyPic~
climatologi_cal tasks' are described or -at'e' iinplicitin lat'er sections.
Before automatic processing can begin, the data have first to be recor~ed on one
of the' available media iIi: theappropr-iat-emachine lahguage (code). Ideally thistranscription S40uld be effected as directly as possible since every' intervening'stage between the
recording' instrUIll.ent ahd the :-machineable medium creates ext-ra work and iilcreases the risk
of error. UsuiUly ca--bds or papei' tape -a.;re punched -by hand from original or from special).ymade records; followed by conversioh to-magnet1c tape, 1f this is the~equ±r~d final m~dium,
at very much higher speed using automatic equipment. 'HoWever, mark-sensing o~ characterreading devices are, available or are being developed in ~atteinpt to eiiminatehand-punching. The reliability of' such devices is relatively low except wher~ the ~arkingsare very
carefully mad~, in the case of mark-sensing; or, in the case of character readers, somewhat
stylized and precisely registered printed type fonts are used. Furthermore, although character readers are available which can read a.-varlety bfstandard typewriter 61' prihted fonts,
they are v~ry expensive as yet, with prices comp~able to tho~e for laFge electronic computers. The prospect of manuscript climatological return~ being re~ in this wa.yis still
rather remote vnless an inhumanly high standard of legiQ41ity can be main~ained.
A more practicable alternative and one that is increasingly being emPloyed is to
transpose instrumental readings directly on the required processing medium by means' of digitizing equipment. Tape is usually pref~rredto cards, for this pecaus~ the equipment is more
compact and more reliable for long periods of continual use. The repQrdings can then be
sent to a processing centre either by post Qr by land-Line or radio, link$.

1.4

CalCUlators, computers and automatic programme control

Calculation may only be a small part of climatological data-processing and often
only the simplest statistic? are needed. Much useful work can be aqcomplisned with quite
limited means. For exampl~, a single card-so~ting machine can rearrange and classify ~ large
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volume of data and prepare frequency distribu1{ions in a fraction of the time and at much
less cost than by purely manual means. But where more elaborate arithmetic is required
(e.g. mathematical solutions or statistical analyses) some sort of calculator is essential.

The range of machines is very large. At one extreme is the mechanical desk machine, possibly only able to add and subtract, on which operations are carried out step by
step by hand, one every few seconds. At the other is the electronic computer which may be
capable of a million or more fully automatic operations per second. Few climatological services will· have sufficient full-time work for such a machine although some may wish to share
the use of·one on occasions. But most will have outgrown the desk calculator and will need
something in the electromechanical speed range or,. next on the scale, one of the smaller
electronic calculators· or computers.
These usually work automatically under the control of a programme of instructions,
externally or internally stored. which can be varied. Punch-card calculators (electronic or
otherwise) operated from plug-boards are examples of externally progrrunmed machines. They
are designed specifically for calculating, and the programme is usually very limited in size
and is not easily changed in the course of a particular task. On the other hand, most electronic computers have a larger internal store for data and programmes and a wide range of
in~tructions (arithmetic, logical an~ manipulative) which are easily modifiable at electronic
speeds so as to permit a variety of alternative courses of action, while the programme is
a~tually iIi progress.
Their scope and flexibility open up many possibilities of automatic
control in areas previously only amenable to human supervision.

1.5

Data-processing systems and centres

A few or many of the large range of data-processing devices and machines avail99!!1Qin.~_d ~o as to cQnstitut.e. a .system designed tocat'ry ou-t one or
more specific tasks, simultaneously or in succession. The combination may be a loose one
comprising a number of independently operated units as in a conventional punch-card installation; or it may be more rigid as in some of the smaller paper-tape business accounting
machines or electronic computers on which several differ.ent functional units are assembled
together under single-operator control.
aple .. QE!J].

g.©.variQu~lY

By merely multiplying machines and operators, a large elaborate system capable
of a heavy complicated schedule of work can be built up. But then, apart from considerations
of space economy, the problems of management and control tend to grow disproportionately.
Modern electronic data-processing (EDP) systems are designed to overcome these difficulties
by concentrating a number of high-speed ancillaries (printers, tape and card readers, etc.)
round a single central computer. capable of carrying out several functions and several pro~
grammes concurrently. The problems of utilizing the extremely flexible resources of the
system with maximum efficiency, whether the work load is known well in advance or is largely
unscheduled" is left to a "master" supervisory programme. Human intervention by way of maintenance, programme writing and console operating cannot be eliminated, of course.
AlthOUgh such systems vary considerably in size and can be expanded by degrees
from quite modest beginnings, even the smallest are fairly expensive and their use presupposes
a large work load concentrated at a data-processing centre. The size and composition of
any such installation will depend not only on the factors referred to at the end of section
1.2 but also on where it is expedient to carry out the work. If a country is large and climatically diverse and/or there are severe communications difficulties, it may be better to
maintain several smaller data-processing centres rather than one main centre. But it will
generally be more economic to set up a single centre with the possibilities of fully-integrated working and for more efficient use of staff and equipment that this offers, by concentrating several activities there--forecasting. climatology, research, etc.
Another possible avenue of exploitation may be the joint establishment and operation of regional international centres for climatology. This could be a very desirable deve~
lopment for suitable countries with few opportunities and resources of their own.
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In these connexions the modern EDP sys-tem provides both an opportunity and a

challeFlge.

2.

DATA-8TORAGE AND PROCESSING MEDIA

Climatological data need normally to be held in safekeeping for long pertods not
mereiy for posterity but for use, preferably on a medium adapted to operating automatic datapr~cessing equipment. The ideal medium, if one existed, would need to be (a) durable and
non-erasable to ensure permanence of the data; (b) flexible, to allow easy arranging, editin&
and modifying of the data; (0) versatile, to allow ready use for all purposes and by all
means, from Visual browsing and manual manip~ationJ through automatic processing by the en"':
tire range of data~processing machines; and (d) compact, to allow accumulation and storage
over long periods in manageable proportions and at reasonable costs. No ideal medium exists~
however; nor dan one be expected~ since the requirements are to a large extent mutually incompatible. The media used bya data-processing centre~ therefore, must be compromi?es
selected carefully to suit best its circumstances.
Punch-cards, punched paper tape and magnetic tape are used extensively in dataprocessing both inside an~ outside meteorology; and punch-cardS, magnetic tape and digitally
coded microfilm are used extensively for automatic data-storage and retrieval. Manusc~ipt
records, autographic records, charts and printed paper docwnents are time-honoured media for
the storage and manual retrieval of data : recently equipment has been developed for automatic retrieval from autographic records and printed documents. To ensure better permanence
and more compact, cheaper storage and reproduction the practice of microfilming paper records
has grown in importance.
The main characteristics of the above media are set out in Table 1.
table, it can be seen that each medium has its advantages and weaknesse~.

From this

Punch-cards excel in their flexibility and versatility for use in all classes of
data-processing machines, from cheap sorters to large eLectronic computers; but they wear
and age rapidly, are easily lost, and are bulky in storage.
Punched paper tapes are preferred as an output medium for automatic observing and
r.ecording equipment. They are prepared on simple and cheap punchlngdevices and, because of
their continuous roll format, guarantee that no item of data caube lost or mi.splaced. However, they also w~ar and age rapidly, and are less flexible. The speed of both cards and
paper tape is too slow bn the fastest electronic computers unless they have a parallel processing or time_sharing capability (see section 5.7 below).
Magnetic t~pes are by far the best m~d~um for direct high-speed, flexible Inputoutput to electronic computers; an4 they afford compact storage. On the other hand, not
only is their use restricted to electronic computers, but they are readily erasable, rendered
unreadable by dust or wide variation in temperatures and humidity J and the magnetic signals
deteriorate slowly with age; so that they cannot be considered for- safe data storage for more
than a decade and without strict environmental controls add precautions against accidental
erasure.
Digitally coded mic~ofilm is a relatively permanent and safe arch~val medium;
also, it 1s compact and can be read at speeds comparabl~ to magnetic tape reading. These
qualities, plus
ability to combine digital coding with plain-language printing, graphs
or pictures, have made digital mic~ofi~ increasingly usefUl both for archival data storage
and retrieval applications. However, the automatic reading equipment is costly; and the
infleXibility of microfilmed data renders it impractical as a direct automatic data-processing medium except as it is converted to magnetic tapes or punch-cards. Microfilm, too, 'must

the

be kept dust free, and for optimum longevity (100-500 years) should be kept in a temperature/
humidity controlled environment.
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TABlE I
CCMPARISON. OF DIGITAl DATA-PROCESSING AND STORAGE MEDIA

Medium

Storage density

Characters per cc ..

Ability to arrange,
edit or modify content

Archival life
and safety of

data

Special
storage
requirements

PW1ch-cards

(Hollerith
code)

25

Good

Poor

Compression

125
250

Poor

Poor to
fair

Spools

6,000
60,000

Excellent

Fair

MicroTilffi

. 6,000

Norte (except by splicing

(digitally
coded)

30,000

or by reel)

Paper tape

Magnetic tape

Good

1. Spools
2. Magnetic
shielding
3. Dust-free
4. Temperature
and humidity
control
1. Spools
2. Dust:""free

3. Temperature

and humidity
control

Microfilm
.
30,000
(plain· language) 2,000,000
Printed- s}J.eets

1,000

or rolls

2,000

Non~ (exQept by splicing

or by r~el card)

Good

Poor to fair

Fair to
good

(plain language)

Medium
Punoh_cards
(Hollerith
code)

Speed (characters/sec.)
Reading
Writing or punching

202,666

20333

1. Spools (for
rolls)
2. Dust-free

Little or Done

Disadvantages

Advantages

1. Flexible
1. Wear and age
2. Input-ou.tput for
rapidly
all classes of
2. Easily lost
machines
3. Slow
4. Bulky and
costly storage

Paper tape

200
2,000

10-

1. Data not easily

1;000

lost
2. Cheap readers
and punches

(300 maximum for
punching)

1. Inflexible
2. Slow
3· Wear and age

4.

rapidly if poor
quali ty paper
Bulky storage
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TABLE I (continued)
Speed (characters/sec.)
Reading
Writing or punphing

Medium

10,000300,000

Magnetic
tape

10,000360,000

Disadvantages

.Advailtages
.1. Flexible
2. High ,sp~e¢l

3.

1 .. Data signals
age and can be

Compact stor_a&e. .

~rased

2. Costly writing
and reading

equipment
Microfilm
(digi tally
coded)

133100,000

1030,000

1. High speed

2. Compact storage
3. Long, safe life

1. Inflexible
2. Costly reading
equip~e~.t

4. Cheap reproduction
Microfilm

(plain langl,lage)

2002,000 .

10,000200,000

1. Human read~ble
2. Ul tra- COIl)pa9,~'t;

tically only

storage

Printed sheets
or rolls,

(plaincl~gq~ge)

2002,000

1060,000

1. Inflexil:\l.e.
2. Read automa-

3. Long, safe life

by slow,

4. Cheap reproduction

ment

costly

~quip

1. Human readable

1. Bulky storage

? With good, Pi\P~r

2. Read ~;\-!l:9PJf,l..;;t;"'"; '.;vj
t!cal;LY'9nl J'1'. "
by si~wJ .
"~\

quality J

_lo~);'

safe life

<::.

costly machines

Plain language and graphical printed paper ~ecords and the mic~ofilm ther~6f hav~
the homely: but major advantage of being human-readable ~ ~s well as belhggbod arcli.fval Iila-;"
teriais-:~ . Microfilm of paper records has the further advantage of extreme compactness
and
low-cost storage and reproducibility. These media cannot be read automatically~ however,
except 'by very' costly machines.
2.1

General description! materials and recording for.mat

2.1.1
Information is entered on cards by punChing h0leS (usually rectangular but occ,asionally round or oval) in them; column b~ column; Theinumber of columns and the card sizes
vary, but the dimensioIls of the standard 80"001umn card are' height, 82 mm (31/4"); width,
187 mm (7 j/8"), and thickness, 0.18 mm (0. Oar"); hole sizes are 3 x 1 1/2 mm (1/8 x 1/16",.
approximately) •
Each column contains 12 possible punching positions or rows~ and the usual notation is f9r,the decimal digits to be entered starting with 9 at the bottom of the card~ 8 in
t;he secono. row up and so on to 0 in the tenth row. One hole per column is pilllched in these
positions~ successive digits of a number being punched from left to right.
The eleventh and
twelfth posi-tions
i.e. the second' and first rows respectively from the top of the card -are also sometimes punched: they are known as X and R (occasionally E,Gr Y) over-punches,
respectivel-y.
..0;,-

Over-punches may be used either with or without a hole punched in a lower column;
with a hole 'to indicate a negative value~ for example, or without to signify a missing value.
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There -are many other possibl~ conventions : tor instance, for recording alphabetic transcriptions (rarely required in meteorological applications) or for other non-num~ric informa~
tion (e,g. conventional synoptic symbols). In general the number of over-punches per card
should be kept to a minimum as they may give rise to difficulties, or errors even, in machine processing.
Cards are usually buff but they can be obtained in many other colours for general
identiflcationpurposes ancl a "flash ll or stripe of :Cl different colour may be put all or part
way along one edge. Th,ey may also be plain or printed. The former have the columns and
sorn.8 O;r' all of the rows- ntnnbered <;mel possibly ruled at varying intervals. The latter add~
ti0n~lly have'printed indications .qf th~ items to be vecorded, at the head of appropriate
columns,. Eng.~printing (e.g. of seriCl-I nurnbe:rs) is available, and although the reverse side
of cards is usually blank some sort of printeg lay-out can be obtained to enable relevant
material to be entered in manuscript or typescript.
Pril).ted cards should, be distinguish~ i'rom interpreted cards on which the punched
data (o~ some of them) are also printed Qut on the face of the card itself, either when the
hole~ ar~ punched or later as a separate operation.
This facility is rarely ~sed, however;
if in~ormati9n has to be read from Gards by eye the holes themselves can be interpreted with
a little practice.
A particular corner of the cards is usually cut off so that When arranged in
batches it is obvious at a glance whether they are all facing and orientated the same way
or not.
2.1.2
someti~~~

~ched tape is almost .invariably made o~ paper although plastic materials are
to be fo~d. Data are· recorded by perforating, holes in rows (or channels) aligned

al<mgtche tal''''

CQIJlllLQntape widths are17.'f£

1JlllL,.

22,23 rom

and2~,4 rom{11/1~",

7/8" and 1")

adqqrnmodating 5~channel, 6- or7-channel and 8-channel code combihations, respectively. There
are many d,ifferent codes (see paragraph 2 ..2,2) l;mt whatever ar~ used each character is
punched across the tape so that information is read off sequent~ally along its length.
Some automatic digital recorders produce wide paper tapes punched with several
characters or' digits across the width of the tape. Such tapes may be eight or more em in
width. Special translators are requireq. to read and convert these tapes to more conventional
media. In paper tape systems using photo-reflective readers, the recording may be accomplished by printing marks rather thanpuhching holes; the paper in these tapes must be_of
a quality and col~:mr to ensure good reflectance and high cOhtrast between mark and paper.
The holes are ,usually round and 1. 27 mm (1/20") in diameter and are app;r-oximately
spaced four to the cm, both along and across. the tap~~ Between the second and third
code ho~~s on 17,46 rom (11/16") "ape and the third and fourth holes on ~2,23 rom and 25.4 rom
(7/8." and lit) tape, & smaller "feed'fhole is punched to enable the tape to be drawn through
equipment by a sprocket wheel. (At least one system, however, employs square holes and dispenses witn feed holes, the drive being ~rictional.)
Because tape codes are less self-evident than card codes, interpretation is more
often required. The provision of an additional printed record on tape may be achieved by
using. wider tape and printing along the edge -- e. g. 22.23 rrnn (7/8 11 ) tape can ca:rry five
code channels and one printed channel. Alternatively to avoid using a wider tape than is
necessary, printing between the feed holes in a special narrow type font may be resorted to,
otherwise punchipg is likely to obli~erate parts of the printing, making it difficult to,
read. A much commoner expedient, however, is to use chadless*) or partially~perfo:rated
tape. With this method, even thOUgh the code channels and the over-printed characters coincide it is still possible to read them. The hinged chads, of course, have to be extrUded

'*

The small confetti-like pieces of paper produce.d during punching are known as
If these are retained as hinged Iflidslf then the tape is known as Ifchadless Tt •

"chad~rr.
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during automatic reading. In all these systems, printing usually iags a short distance
(conunonly 8 to 10 holes) behind the corresponding punched characters.
Paper tapes are usually plain white J but spacing markers may be pre-pr;Lnted On
them and practically any colour is obtainable. They are often exPendable and therefore are
made flimsy; thicker and more durable materials are available for library tapes.
2.1. 3
The basic materials used for magnetic tape are metal (rare nowadays), ceTlulose'
acetate and: such plastics as polyvinyl chlbride (PVC). Mylar or Melinex. The nOtl:-metallic
bases are transparent and may be as, thin as 0.025 nun. They are coated with an even, thi:nner

ferrite film. consisting of a mixture of very fine particles of metallic oxides possessing
high magnetic retentivity and a rectangular hysteresis loop. This-coating, which gives
magnetic tape its charaoteristic brown appearance, must be very lUliforrn in thickness and
consistency.
Information is "wr:i,tten" on magnetic' tape by magnetizing small areas aligned along
the tape' in parallel tracks, usually 0.75-1.00 nun wide. A change in the direct'ioIl' of magiletizatibh from one area to the next would be' eqUivalent to a hole on punched t'ape ahd -the
method of recording is siini-iar ---viz., character by char'acter in colUl1U1s of IIfraines'''acrbss
j

the tape. Magnetic tapes are usually 12.7 or 25.lf mm in width, althOUgh 6.325, 18.975,
50.8 and 101.6 nun widths are not unknown, anq. there is a :tendency to ~tan.dardize reel lengths
in multiples of approximately 180 m (600 ft.), up to apprOXimately 1,080 m (3,600 ft.)
(182.9 m (600 ft.), up to 1,097.lf m (3,600 n.)).

Magnetic tape cannot be read directly by eye although by sprinkling with iron
filings ...;,- a procedure bnly to be reconunended in emergency -- the recording on a particular'
segment can be made visible. The longitudinal distribution of data is seld6m contihUb1ls'-asit
is with paper tape but in blocks, possibly of varying length, separated by areas of blank
(magnetically neutral) tape. At least one Df the recording tracks is required to " address ll
the beginning of each block and ariother is reserved as a "cl ock ll tracktD synchronize: the
tape drive with' the' processing equipment.

2.1.4
Digitally coded microf~lm is used for automatic data storage and ret~iev~_ in
both re~l and chip (or card) form. The basic materials ar~ gellulose triacetate and polyes~
ters suclJ. as Mylar or Cronar~ ranging from 0.075-0.14 J11!1l in thickpes~. The standard em).llsions for conventional wet-process films contain gra~ns of silve~ ha1id~. Silver-hal~de
emulsions are avail~ble in a wide range of RpeeQ, Rpectral senp!tivity, contrast 'and image
resolution. For archival quality (i.e. life Of' 100-500 years), they must be developed, fixed
and washed ·in chemical baths under strict time and temperature controlS. A second type of
emulsion contains a diazo dye which is exposed by ultraviolet light and developed by ammonia
fumes; the images thus, produced are relatively instable, fBding after long exposUre to daylight.

A third type of emulsion which is gaining in popularity is Kalvar, in which granules

of a photosensitive chemical are exposed by ultraviolet light, developed by heat, and fixed
for good image stability and permanence by re~exposure to ultraviolet light. Both the dia~o
and Kalvar emulsions are qUite slow, and are Used for making,microfilm copies Qf silver halide
films.

Standard widths for digital reel microfilm J sprocketed or unsprocketed, are 8,
The most common widths for coded microfilm reels are 16 and 35 rom, in
lengths ranging from 30 - 1~200 rn. Chip microfilm is generally produced in 16 or 35 rom roll
form, die cut to short lengths, and stuffed for safe-keeping and automatic processing bito
file cartridges.

16, 35, and 10 rom.

Data are entered on microfilm in codes similar to those on punched t~pe or magnetic tape, using light or dark spots as the eqUivalent of "hole ll or Tl no hole". These spots
may be as small as 0.051 nun in diameter and in some systems are as large as 0.635 nun. They
have been written by a variety of light sources, such as the beam of a cathode-ray'tube, an
array of lamps, or by light shining through the holes in punched tape Or punch-cards. The
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number of spots or tracks across the film varies from 7 to 81, and frequently includes a
uclock" track. Many coded microfilm systems provide for a mixture of digital codes and
images of printed documents, drawings, or pictures; so that the source documents from which
the coded data are drawn may be Located and presented on a screen or in photocopy by an
automatic search through the coded data.

2.1.5
For direct human reference, plain-language records will continue to be a necessary
and b~sic-data-storage medium. Little need Qe sai4 here about printed recording in general:
the v£!.riations of format, page size and type fant are legion. For archival storage, good
quality bond paper, preferably with a high rag content, should be used. If the intention is
to have printed documents processed automatically by means 9f a character reader; restrictions are imposed on format, type fontregistra~ion and cleanliness of printing; and the
paper stock should l).ave a uniformly high reflectance, unless magnetic ink printing and
characte~ reading are employed.
Where the sheer bulk and poor
sive to store and-hard to p~eserve, they
sive photographic equipment. The common
tate, with silver halide, diazo dyesjor
above (see paragraph 2.1.4).

quality .of printed paper records make them expencan be readily and cheaply microfilmed with inexpenbase materials are polyesters or cellulose triace~
Kalvar emulsions and in standard widths as discussed

When the size of a microfilm library is such that it becomes incomvenient to
search through a roll for specific data items, the roll film may be copied or cut into a
unitized form and filed for ready manual search. Short strips of film may be inserted into
a 7.5 x 13 em (3" x 5"), 10 x15 em (4" x 6"), or n x 20 em (5" x 8") film jacket, or
affixed to an app~opriately E?ized transparent sheet. There are aut.omatic and sef!1i-automatic
film copiers which copy roll ~icrofilill to silver halide, diazo or Kalvar sheets, prep~ring
microfiche (multiple:"llnage transparencies). S6metlme,s--step-ana":'repeat cameras are employed
in photographing the paper documents to pr~pare microfiche directly.
A techQique-for combining punch-cards with unitized microfilm is the aperture
One to three fram~s of film are cut from roll microfilm and affixed to ~ transparent
w~ndow or aperture precut into the right-hand side of a punch-card.
The left side of the
card m?y be punched normally with descriptive codes or data relevant to the contained images.
It is then possible to perform automatic microfilm searches, using punch-card machines.
card.

The practice of writing digital code patterns on microfilm together wi~h the
photographic images of paperdocwnents, to enable automatic searching, has been mentioned
above (see paragraph-2.l.4).
Plain-language microfilm, and microfilffi containing automatically drawn charts or
graphs, may be produced as direct output from an electronic computer, or from computer output written on magnetic tapes by electronic printer-plotters. These devices may. if desired,
write digital code patterns on the microfilm for subsequent automatic reading and searching.
2.2

Coding and storage density

As will be evident from the previous section, the transcription of information
to machineable form {excluding printed records) is essentially an ordered binary (~wD-way)
process: a hole is either cut or not cut. the direction of magnetization is either one way
or the other, etc. Individual characters (decimal or otherwise) must be built up of binary
digits, or "bits ll as they are usually called, arranged unambiguously as a code the key to
which is known.
There are many possible codes, and the number actually in use is large. Some,
such as the Murray teleprinter code and the conventional punch-card codes, are almost universal while others have been devised for particular purposes by i~.ividual manufacturers and
are non-standard.. I-t is not enough. however, to transcribe the data uniquely : they also
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have to be correctly communicated to the system. With increasing machine speeds and longep
communication links, special error detection codes are necessary. so that faulty transfers
can at least be discovered. For this purpose extra bits may be added to each coded charac-ter and/or at the end. of a block of data, as a oheck surn,. for example. If- thisredundanoy

is carried far enough, for certain types of failure errors may even be oorrected without
interrupting the operation.
The complete ramifications of machine codes are beyon4 the scope of this chapter
and the reader is referred to more specialized literature. Suffice it that the amount of
information that can be conveyed per bit as between one code and. another is very variable.
Hence the figures for data storage density in Table I are to betaken as approximate. In
any case they represent the intrinsic storage density per unit volume of material# assumi~g
that the whole face of tne medium is filled up with useful data. As will be seert# this is
not always possible# nor is the area actually given over to recording always useable with
maximum efficiency. Cards # for exarnple# are separable#and conmion designators (station nUitibers# year # mOrith# etc.) usually have to be repeated on each of. them; tapes # on the other
hand# provide a continuous record and a single heading may he sufficient -fOr a long tape.
Anotl'1er consideration is that the media themselves have to be arranged in boxes and con...
tainers# on shelves and in cupboards# to facilitate filing and acces§j and these items take
up varying storage space.

2.2.1
The data-storage density of punch-cards is less than that of the other media, as
shown in Table 1. In aosolute terms, 10,000 standard BO-column cards oQCUPY a space of
28,100 cc, tightly packed : or assuming one character per column, all colurrins puncl:1ed, then
one million characters occupy about 35,000 cc. The one-hole-per-column m~th6d recording
on pun~h-cards is very wasteful of space and over-punches do little tbal1eviate this, especially as only a ~imited number can be catered for on coriventionalmaohines.
For numeric information any number system from binary to duodeci~al may_in prin~
ciple be used. In general the greatest space economy would be achieved in binary for which
all of the 960 (BO x 12) recoro.ing positions could be used, a hole corresponding to a "one "
and an ungunched position corresponding to <;l. "zero II. Fo~ example, the decimal number 1023
equals 21 -1, or the binary.numberllll1lllll. Thus a surface pressure of 1023 mb punched
as a binary number would require only ten holes in succession to be punched; all po~sible
pressures could be punched into a single colUIrin, in binary, rather than the four required
for decimal recording. However, binary recording has been found useful only for cards
punched out by, and used as input to, binaryelectronio computers. Electro...mechanica:4 biriEl.rY
machines could be built to handle such cards, and might even be less expensive than the existing o.ecimal machines; but pilllching and processing in the illlfamiliar binary ~otation would
be completely imp~actical.
A more workable though non... standard alternative is to reducetne size of the cards'
themselves, and miniature BO-column cards --(11.33 x 6.35 em, with circular holes 1.6 inm diameter) and machines to go with them have recently been marketed.
2.2.2
On punched tape# for a given number of charmels there are a strictly limited number of character representations~ For 5-channel tape, 32 (i.e. 2 5) different code combinations are poss1ble, but by adopting "shift" Gonventions (such as the letter and figure shifts
of normal teleprinter codes) the range m~ be further increased. A higher number of channels
will directly provide for all the characters (decimal and alphabetic) normally required and
also for checking. A common procedure is to reserve one channel, exclusively for a so-called
parity bit Which is added as necessary to make the total number of bits per character always
equal to an odd or even number. Since the most likely contingency in practice is that a
sing~e puise(bit) will be lost or gaine9, the parity change occasion~d by this can be detected
by some simple (electronic) counting ~evice.
The holes on punched tape are smaller and more closely spaced than cards and the
materials are thinner, but more because of the greater efficiency of the codes employed, the
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storage density of tape is an order of magnitude higher. A convenient reel size for handling
is 13-15 em diameter~ holding 30-40,000 characters. Beyond this diameter a special flanged
spool is almost indispensable to hold the tape.
2.2.3
Unlike paper tape, the channel spacing and longitudinal bit densi~y on magnetic
tape are very variable from one system to another. The number of channels may vary from

about

3 to 10 per em, which reflects the large ntunber of checks and safeguards built into

magnetic tape equipment and the many codes that have been devised for this.

At the very

least each character carries a parity bit and each block usually has a check sum orlongltUdinal parities as well. This is enough to detect single-bit errors in any character. More
elaborate codes may enable multi-bit errors to be detected and also corrected. Sometimes
data are dOUbly recorded on magnetic tape, either in parallel or in successive blocks, providing two reasonably independent chances of retrieving information accurately.
The longitudinal packing density is even more variable, ranging from 20 to more
than 1,200 bits per em. HoweVer, recording is not continuous 'as a rule, and data are grouped
in blocks containing anything from a few tens to many hundreds of characters. As will be
seen (cf. paragraph 2.3.2 below) an inter-record gap is necessary for starting from rest and
stopping on fast-moving tapes. Sometimes, however, the block recording is virtually continuoUs, odd blocks being recorded and read one way along the tape and even blocks the other,
with the intervening (reversed) blocks being employed for starting and stopping, either way.
Even with sizeable inter-record gaps, however, magnetic tape is a very compact
medium.
2.2.4
With present-day high-resolution emulsions capable of more than 200 lines per rom
(5,000 lines per inch), digitally coded microfilm could theoretically be recorded with a
cnaract;er dehsity-6f more than 4 million characters per square ,em. However, reliable reading of such densities of recording would require Ultra-rigorous control of optical components,
film stability and tracking, and freedom from contamination. The smallest bit size employed
in a practical fashion thus far is .06 rom with 81 channels (or bits) across the width of
16 rom film; and a net packing density, including inter-record gaps, of 670 characters per em.
Most digitally-coded microfilm systems employ codes and coding practices similar
to those used on magnetic tapes. One system, used by the U.S. Weather Bureau for archival
data storage and retrieval, produces the microfilm data as images of punch-cards, placing
13,000 card images on a 30 m roll of 16 rom film and effecting a storage density of about
180 times that of the original cards.
j

2.2.5
Plain-language recording, with its large array of decimal nwnbers, ,letters and
symbols, offers far greater opportunity for compact presentation of information than any
digital code used tn the automatic data-processing media. For example, a standard 80-column
card placed over a page of th..i.S Note would cover about 2,500 characters of print. Analogue
recordings, such as graphs orcnarts, are even more compact, since data can be read or interpolatedfrom ~uch records for an infinite number of points. The microfilm of plain-language
or analogue records is the most compact mediwn available for data storage, with a capacity
for the equivalent of millions of characters per co of storage space. Common reduction
ratios range from 7;1 to 40;1; microfilms have been made with a reduction of 60:1. Even a
7:1 ratio results in a 49:1 reduction in area, and (allowing for unused film and greater
thickness of film than paper) a net reduction of at least 15:1 in volwne. The greater reduction ratioS make possible reductions of even 1000:1 in storage volume.

2·3
2.3.1

Reading and recording methods and speeds

Punch-cards and punched paper tape are flread't by some means of sensing through
the holes, thereby completing associated electrical circuits. Brush, striker or pecking
mechanisms are common; but fo~ fast~r reading, photo-electric techniques are more usual.
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Some pap.sr tapes have their data marks printed rather than punched; these are read by photo-

electric means.

Reading speeds range from about 10 characters per second up to 2,000 ah/sec.

"Writing" of punch-cards or punch-tape is by means of perforating punohes" and

is usually slower than reading, with speeds varying from 10 cb/sec. to about 300 cb/sec. Th~
writing of printed paper tape attains speeds of 1,000 Ch/sea.

The slower speeds are suitable for the slower electromechanical devices, but
leave much to be desired with electronic- computers. Even the highest speeds on the larger"
faster electronic computers usually waste much of the computer speed in waiting for reading
or writing to be completed.
The reading and writing of cards or tapes are usually checked by an immediate
re-reading and either comparison with an internally stored ncopy" of the data or by a logical check such as comparison with parity bits, check swns, or, in the case of punch-cards,
blank. colWlUl and double punch detection. Failure to compare or check properly may be used
to stop the machine or otherwise signal -the operator for operator intervention.
2.3.2
Reading from and recording on m~gnetic tape are effected by means of electromagnets (one per track, each with a small gap between the poles) as it is drawn in close
contact past them. On recording, changes in the direction of the current flow in the coils
produce corresponding changes in the directiop of magnetization on the oxide coating of the
tape, at spaced intervals along the tracks. Reading is almost an exact reversal Df this:
magnetic-field changes on the tape induce fluctuations in the coils of the magnet when the
tape moves at sufficiently high speed past the inter-pole gap. Sometimes the same nhead"
is used both for reading and. writing, but more often separate heads are used so that the
tape record can be immediately read back for checking.
Tape speeds for use with a computer range from 0.9 to 5 metres/sec. Thus transfer rates, both in and. out, or up to 300,000 characters per second are· quite practicable.
However, it is not possible to stop or start on a single character, and gaps several cin
in length must be provided at intervals along the tape for this. purpose.
A metre or two at either end of the tape is usually left uncoated to allow
threading through the winding mechanism of tape units. The change -·from the opaque coating
to the transparent base or the presence of speuial markers (reflective strips) enables the
begirming and end of the tape to be sensed photoelectrically, and other clear areas may be
left (e.g. the mid-tape position) for control pUrposes.

2.3.3

Digitally-coded microfilm may be prepared by direct photography of other digitally-

coded media (such as punch-cards; paper tape or code-marked documents), or by electrical
conversion of any of the digital media (including magnetic tape) to the appropriate code
pattern of light and dark spots for the eye of the camera, either by flashing individual
l-ights in a bank of lamps or by "painting II the code pattern on the phosphorescent screen of
a cathode-ray tube. The speed of recording ranges from 10 cb/sec. for the slowest paper
tape-to-film converters, to more than 30,000 ch/sec. for high~speed eleotronic magnetic
tape-to-film converters employing oathode-ray tubes or gallium arsenide diodes (noh-ooherent
light-emitting elements that Can be pulsed at- rates approaching one million times per

second) •
The D.-S. Weather Bureau photographs its punoh-card data for archival storage at
840 cards per minute, or 1,500 cb/sec.

Digitally-coded microfilm is read either by the scanning beam of a cathode-ray
tube or by photo-transistor reading heads. With the latter, reading many data tracks in
parallel, speeds in excess of 100,000 cb/sec. are qUite feasible.

2.3.4
Plain-language printing ranges in speed from 5-10 cb/sec. (normal teleprinter
speed) up to 200,000 cb/sec. for electronic character generators;- writing on the screen of
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The maximum speed for mechanical

impact printing is about 1,200 lines per minute, or slightly more than 2,000 ch/sec. on highspeed line-at-a-time printers. Serial character-by-character printing on paper is- very much
slower, with a limit of about 20 ch/sea. Printing on paper electrostatically, in association with cathode-ray tube "output, has reached speeds of 62,500 ch/seco The highest speeds
of printing -are reached by photographic printing on microfilm.
Automatic plain-language character reading depends on the pattern identification
of varying electrical signals associated with each charactev produced either by photo-electric
scanning of the printed material, or by using the character itself, printe~ on non-conductive
paper in graphite or magnetic ink, as a component o~·the electrical scanning circuitry.
Speeds of 2,000 Dh/sec; are reached in photoelectric reading 91' printed mat~rials.

2.4

storagereguirements and archival life

2.4.1
Punch-cards need to be stored in rigid containers under compression to m~nimize
warping, oxidation or swelling of paper stock and edge damage with the passage of time. Specially constructed wood or metal file cabinets with pull-Up compression dev~ces ~n each
file drawer are commercially available, and are recommended for optimum storage life. Wher~
such cabinets cahhot be· procured j use may be made of the carclboard or wooden boxes in which.
the raw card stocks are packed by the- card manufacturer·. In this case, the- only practical
way to supply the heeded compression for at least the bulk of the cards is to (a) pack the
cards in each box as tightly as possible, and (b) store the boxes up-ended so that the cards
tend to be kept flat by their own weight.
Temperature and humidity are not critical in card storage, except that high temperatures and either very low or very high humiditi~p~ QQupled with pOQrcompvession, accelerate det~rioration of the card stocks. Also, dim~nsional changes due to temperature or
humidity may require adjustment of card-feeding mechanisms to enable the cards to be fed and
read properly. For ideal storage, temperatures should be kept below 25°C and relative humidity at 50 to 60 per cent.
Not only are punch-cards SUbject to card stock deterioration which may render
them unuseable, under the best conditions, within 20 years, but they are also very susceptible
to being individually misplaced, destroyed, or made over improperly, so that their data content deteriorates with use. It is important therefore that c~rd library controls be established and maintained to minimize such wear and tear. If very long retentlon of the data
. in card form is required, card decks should be reproduced periodically, as their condition
warrants, to new card stocks.
2.4.2
Punched paper-tape j1I~terials_ are qUite variable in quality of paper stock, and
therefore Should be selected carefully it they are to be stored for a-period of years. Care
should be exercised to protect them from rough use or from being folded, creased or torn.
For-best storage life they should be kept spooled tightly in ree~s, with each reel packed
in an individual box or can.
2.4.3
Magnetic tapes must be kept-spooled on reels, each packed in a dustproof container,
and stored and USed in space which is dust, temperature and humidity controlled, and adequately shielded against extraneous magnetic fields.
Experiment~ evidence has indicated a slow but exponential decay of the magnetic
signal on tape with elapsed time; this·decay is increased in the presence of varying magnetic
fields and high humidity.

Another effect which is slowly cumulative with time is the t~ansference of magnetic signal (or ghosting) to adjacent layers of tape in the reel. If tape data are kept for
mmly years, it is recommended that the older recordings be copied after several years. It
should be noted that the deterioration discussed above affects the data signals, but not the
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tape materials. The latter are very durable; and, unless torn, stretched 'or "abraded. may
be erased and re-Used repeatedly.

If tapes are removed from the a,ir-conditioned space (as they may be for shipment
from one computer installation to another), temperature ~d humidity changes may cause dimensional changes in the base material, sufficient to render them temporarily unreadable. They
can be readily reconditioned, however, by Qvernightretention in controlled storage.

The- fact that-magnetic tape oan be. readily erased and r~-written raises. the possithat tape data. may -be accidentally erased or over-written at the wrong time, thus
effectively losing the data., Computer manufacturers minimize this risk by providing file
proteotion d~v~ces for insertion into the tape reel to enable the tape writing heads to function, thus protecting tape reels from which the protection device has been removed. Careless
library, programmer, or operator practices still represent a re~ danger, however, and must
be guarded against. For tape files which are both very valuable and difficult or impossible
to reconstruct otherwise, it 1s re~ommended that an .extra tape copy be prepared and stored
for emergency use only.
b~lity

2.4.4
Reel,microfilm i~ or~inarilY kept spooleq tigrtly and packed individually·in boxes
or aatis. 'For ordinary lise, plain-Iahg~age microfilm ts frequently stored satisfacto,rily without special air-oonditioning. 'However, high temperatures and either very low or_very high
hwilidities ~ffect"'microfilmls otherwise long ar:chival life adverselY. Very high humidities
coupied wIth-high temperatures, particularly, promote~fungus growth ,on the emulsion, rapidly
destroying the filmed images. Air-conditioning is therefore recommended. Dust .control, to
minimize film abrasion, is also recommended, and, indeed, required for digitally-coded microfilm- where the data may be' obScured or falsified by foreign particles or scratches. As in
the c~se of JI:lagnetic tapes,the readability of digitally-coded microfilm may be temporarily
affected by dimensional changes-in the base material due to temperature an~ humidity.

3·

DATA TRANSCHIPTION AND AUTOMATIC EDITING

General rules

3.1.1 .

When it is planned to introduce

automatic data-processins (ADP) methods into

climatology the 'principles' listed below concerning the trans.cript;i.on o~ basic data to the
requi~ed'medi~_should be, borhe in mind.
Exoept where charaoter~reading or automaticdigitizing equipment 1s available, harid punching on cards or tape from original logE! or coded returns
(source documents) will be necessary at an early stage.
(a)

As far as possible, no potentially useful· information should be omitted even
though at the time there is no demand for'it~

.

There are possible exceptions, howeve~, as, for example, where reporting
stations·take notes concerning optical phenomena, times of onset and ending
of fog or precipitation, etc. at infrequent intervals. Certainly on cards,
it would be unwarranted to have to reserve a number of columns especially
-for such information. Autographic-trace information also constitutes a
. special class. It is not practicable to transfer all the fine detail to digital form, but hourly readings and daily extremes are the least that should
be recorded. For more searching analyses the original traces should be retained, possibly in microfilm formj for reference.
(b)

The maximum accuracy justified by the observing instrument itself should be
..preserved.
If

(e.g.

a. quantity i·s ineasUred to the nearest tenth of a un;Lt on the records

wet~ and dry-b~lb 't~mperatu~es)J the decimal should be_retained. Some-

times, however, -as for cloud height or visibility readings based on

eye
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estimates and recorded say to the nearest metre, the implied accuracy is
quite unrealistic. In such instances a shorter coded value corresponding
to a range classification (e.g. as in the synoptic codes) should be enough.
Wind speed on the other hand, although frequently given on the Beaufort scale,
may also (legitimately) be recorded in metres per second, and this more accurate and useful value should be preferred.

(0)

The greatest economy of recording should be exercised, copsistent with the
two previous rules.
The most obvious transcription is in (coded) decimal from the source
document, character for character. However, the need for strict space economy may sometimes le<¥l to special rules. For example, "an atmospheric pressure of 1020.8 mb may be coded and recorded as 0208 or even 208 in most
areas, with.out risk of ambiguity. Precautions 'wil],., however, be necessary
in processing to avoid errors in sums or averages, partiCUlarly with the
less flexible ele,ctro-mechanical machines. If printed ,tables are to be
prepared from punch-cards, it is necessary with ordinary tabulators to retain
as many digits as are needed for the publication in question.
Recordings intended for exclusive use with computers may employ more
e'conomic non-decimal notations, but these are usually produced as a computer
output from primary readings and are not punched directly.

(d)

As far as possible, the source document and the
form closely to each other.

recorded~ormat should

con-

The time required for punching, checking ~d error correcting is greatly
re.ducedi,f it is possible to punch the information in the ,same ,order in which
it occurs in the source document, and if no computations or changes from one
code or units system to another are required. 'In th~ latter case it is preferable to record only the basic readings and to leave any conversion or
arithmetic work to automatic eqUipment, say a computer or a calculating
punch.
Apart from the orderliness and directness of the data on it, the source
document has to be of 'the right size for handling ~d ~eading. Also it is
convenient to make each page a unit recor4, containing say a dayls, a month's
or a year 's data fo'r a particular observing station, depending on the frequency of observation and the number of meteorological elements recorded at
each. For transcription to standard cards the optimum unit size is clearly
eighty or a multiple of eighty characters, otherwise card space will be
wasted. This restriction does not apply to paper tape~
(e)

The information recorded should be fully identifiable-at all stages.
Special headings or character groups are always required to ensure the
correct and rapid identification -in time and space of the information contained both on original documents and on the final medium. Card series are
easily disarranged by accident and such designators must be recorded on
every card, whereas tapes may only require a single identifying heading at
the beginning. Especially if the data are to be used only as a computer
input and one is sure that there are noer:rbrs in their lay-out, then one
can lean heavily on the principle that to know (or be able to deduce via the
programme) where a piece of information is on tape is to know exactly what
it is.
----The space saving on paper tape vis-'a-vis cards can be large. However, as
a precaution it is usually best to insert designators (e.g. date-time groups)
at intervals along the tape, and if a print-out via a teleprinter is often
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required; the-usual control characters (space~ carriage returns, line feeds,
etc.)- will have to be included.
(r)

The lay-aut of the recording should be as 'rational and logical as possible.
The information to be entered will usually consist of : (1) identification data (data-time groups, .station numbers, etc.); (ii) quantitative data
(instrument readings and numerical estimates); (iii) encoded qualitative
data (present weather, cloud types, special phenomena, etc.); and (iv) control characters.

The precise order in which these categories are recorded is inherently
very variable and a lot depends on the medium and the sort of processing
equipment ~n use. However, it is customary to place identification groups
(or fields) at the beginning or end~ orboth~ of related data. Control information must of course go where necessary to produce the desired results.
As regards strictly meteorological data~ general rules are also few.
Obviously the components of individual elements should be kept together; it
would _be absurd to separate the direction and veldeity of the wind or split
pressure readings into two halves~ especially as for certain machines that
might l~arl to serious processing difficulties. Also associated elements
(e.g. wet~ and dry-bulb temperature and the derived humidity parameters~ or
cloud and sunshine and/or rain) may conveniently be adjacent if only for
ease 0f checkihgj and infTequent data (some of the qualitative data) if
included at all should go at the end of a unit record where they may be
omitted rnorB easily and the space left blank utilized more readily. But
apart from international agre~ment as in the case of- the new international
marine card~ there is no mandatory order. The requirements of the observing
programmes from which the data are drawn and of the climatological routines
for Which they are intended should be paramount.
J

Wherever-possible~ the data specified in Annex 6.A - Data for inclusion
in the lay-out of punch-cards used for international exchanges --to the Guide
to Climatological Practices (WMO-No. lOO.TP.44) should be inclUded.

(g)

The number of different lay-outs should not: be tOG large.
In countries where there are many typ~s of meteorological stations and
a diversity in the observing programme~ a number of different lay-outs naturally arise.
Analogous information concerning one element might then recur
several times in the records and there might also ge differences in coding~
for instance in the wind and the total amount of clOUd. Such duplications
and discrepancies all add to the 'amount of descriptive or directory informationthat has to be assimilated before th~ data can be used and may give rise
to many frustrations and misinterpretations in processing and on exchange.

An effort should therefore be made to keep the total number of lay-outs
in use as low as possiblej minor variants especially should be avoided. For
ex~ple, if the observation of' an element is never recorded at a particular
statiQn there is no need to change the (standard) format for similar-type
stat;ions to accommodate this. The space can be l,eft blank; or on cards an
over-punch~ possibly the one used to indicate an isolated case of missing
data~ may be employed.
However, there is little virtue in going to extremes and trying to force
all lay-outs into one rigid mould. Special stations (e.g. radiation~ rainfall and agricultural) require special formats and since applications are
usually very specific there is every advantage in this.
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Whatever format is used should be designed with a view to maintaining it
unchanged for a long period.
Change of climatological codes and lay-out cause complications when longperiod statistical summaries have to be prepared. For example, in the preparation of tables of wind frequency, records for which the wind has been given
on the scale 01-32 must first be segregated from those where the scale
01-36 has been used, and the combination of the resulting frequency tables
is not altogether simple.

However, as in the case of synoptic messages, modified or entirely new
codes and lay-outs may have to be faced. Changes should only be introduced
for very good reasons -- introduction of new automatic· data-processing (ADP)
media and/or mach~nes in an installation is a very opportune one J and should
then be comprehensive. One thorough revision every five or ten years is much
less harmful than several minor adjustments at shorter intervals. It is customary to introduce such innovations from the beginning of a year and there
is some merit in making a break only at the corrunencement or the middle of a
decade -- l.e. 1 January 1971, 1976, etc.
3.1.2
Apart from tne above rules, which are often opposed to each other and have to be
reconciled, there are a few other considerations. Firstly, regardless of the type of observation, it is very important for later time series analyses to have as few gaps as possible in
the recording. Any missing values should be estimated whenever possible. Eye interpolation
from synoptic charts in space and time may be useful here, but where computers are available
more objective procedures, such as are used in numerical weather-prediction analysis routines,
can be brought to bear. The discrepancies introduced by such a procedure are usually random
and as such are of little or he significance in the computation of clima~ologicai statistics.
Interpolations should, however, be indicated in some way -- e. g. by means of an over-punCh on
cards.
Secondly, it is sometimes desirable to inclUde derived values (statistics or quantities computed from a formula ---e •.g. evaporation rates) with the basic data, at intervals.
These extras may well be produced as a result of subsequent machine processing and the prob...
lem is to merge them with the original record. On cards, blank columns must be left in anticipation of later punch:ing, automatic or otherwise • . On tapes, the same principle can be followed but it is usually more practicable to transfer to another tape, simUltaneously increasing the size of each unit record (the block size) to accommodate them.
Finally, it is obvious that the data should be as accurate as possible and some
form of verification will therefore be necessary. The practical assurance that what is punched
is correct will amply repay any ordinary effort put into data editing.

3·2

Automatic editing

3.2.1
Errors can arise in the original readings as well as during punching : source
errors can in fact be much more frequent and insidious than transcription errors. The detection of the latter, although tedious, is a simple automatic procedure (ways and means are
described in chapter 4 below) which can be entrusted to fairly unskilled staff~ But finding
errors in the initial data is a much more exacting professional task which can be reduced to
a hard-and-fast mechanical routine only with difficulty. Many of these two sorts of error
are similar in magnitUde and character, and provided the obstacles can be overcome there
would appear to be obvious advantages in combining their editing.
3.2.2
The first problem is to devise a workable set of objective rules for checking. The
criteria can only be determined by a climatologist whose primary aim should be to detect the
larger and more glaring departures outside of a rEasonable fringe of statistically insignificant error. The approach is similar to that used to fill in missing values, in that
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comparison with observations made simultaneously at neighbouring stations or with previous
There are also certain
credibility limits that can be set, often once for all. A reported hourly rainfall of more
than 254 nun (lO") or a temperature in winter of more than 30°C is inherently lUllikely, for
example, while a wet-bulb greater than a dry-bulb temperature is impossible.
and subsequent oDes from the same station provides the main guide.

Next comes the question of machines. An editing machine must be able to carry
out calculations -(to recompute check SW1lS or derived values) and to discriminate logically
(e.g. to determine which of two DW1lbers is the greater). There must also be some means of
indicating wrong or suspect values. For punch-cards a collator, possibly in combination
with a tabulator, may serve; but for these and for other media a computer is better.

However, even with the full flexibility of a computer and the best checking rules,
human intervention cannot entirely be eliminated. The computer cannot exercise independent
jUdgment -- it merely enables the climatologist to concentrate his suspicions on a fraction
of the data. Of these he must then decide which are really in error and what the correct
values should be; in the last resort he may have to refer back to the recording station.
The more stringent the checking criteria the greater 4he number of suspect values
that will be thrown up for decision. The point of diminishing returns is a moot one, and a
spell of "hand-and-eye"- editing followed by machine experience is invaluable in helping to
fix levels of acceptance. With machines much of the tedium of checking can be eliminated and
a lot of what has previously been done in a crude and inti..dtive sense can be done quantitatively within precise limits. Also there is not the same temptation to rely on checking only
a sample of the data which cannot possibly reveal all the large random errors, Borne of wbich
may seriously invalidate subsequent studies of extreme value distributions.

3.2.3

The final stage is to amend the main data file with the correct or substitute
values. This will involve repunchihg by hand of the (small) proportion of records concerned
and merging them in, manually or· automatically. Even with computer quail ty control, corrections usu~ly have to be hand-punched although the editing programme may be designed to substitute certain missing or irreclaimable values automatically. An interesting case is the
Ifaccumulation" of rainfall over several days that often occurs in daily rainfall records.
Best-fitting daily values for these epochs can be derived by comparison with neighbouring
station$ and punched out by the computer.
The format as well as the data must also be correct J particularly on paper tape,
where a single missing space or control character can cause misalignment throughout the
remainder of the tape. If the lay-out is at all orderly a print-out on an electrical typewriter will usually reveal this at a glance, but with computer editing format and other checking will normally be done together.

4.

DATA-PROCESSING MACHINES

4.1

Punch-card machines

4.1.1
The transcription from the observational records to cards is done on keyboard
operated machines, one column at a time proceeding from left to right on the card. The power
for operating the simplest type of key-punch is supplied manually by the operator, who also
feeds the cards in one at a time. Electrically-driven punches are also available with automatic card feed; these are easier and faster to operate, having a lighter touch. They can
also be l1programmedll to control such automatic facilities as skipping adjacent columns (or
fields) not requ.ired 'to be punched J duplicating standard data when the " auto" key is depressed,
etc.
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Some models are equipped with a typewriter keyboard for the direct punching of
both alphabetic and numeric data; others have an abbreviated keyboard suitable only for
numeric data and Qver~punches. A further option is the facility to simultaneously print,
along the top margin of the card; what is being punched.
Verifiers are similar to key punches in construction and operation but are designed
to test for the presence or absence of holes rather than to cut them. A previously-punched
card is placed in the verifier and the operator proceeds to go through the motions of repunching from the original coded documents. When a key is struck, plungers are depressed which
should match the punched holes and penetrate them~ thereby completing an electrical circuit
and allowing the carriage to advance py one column. If the depressed plungers do not match
the pilllched holes, the keyboard locks and a warning light may be shown. The operator then
has to decicle what is wrong and whether the card has to be repunched. Proof that cards have
passed through a verifier 1a usually provided by a s1ngle notch cut in the edge of the card
or-by Ii small ink-dot recorded at the bottom of each tested column.
Fully-proficient staff should exceed 120 80-column cards per hour for the initial pl,.Ulching and 150 for verifying,

4.1.2
These machines are primarily for punching data from one set of cards to another,
usually with automatic checking as the copies are made. Allor part of each card can be
reproduced, relocating the data fields if need be. Some reproducers are also capable of
comparing the punchings on separate sets of cards even when their field locations do not
correspond.
Other basic functions of reproducers are : (i) _gang-punching! or copying c9mrnon
data from a master card into a whole pack of cards, again with automatic -checkingj (ii)
summary-punohing, or copying summarized data (totals, etc.) from accumulators qr data-storage
units in tabulating or calculating machines directly into summary cards together with whatever indicative Or distinguishing data are required.
There are separate reprodMcingj gang-punching and summary~punching models as well
as machines capable of two or all three functions. Usual operating speeds are 100 cards per
minute regardless of the number of columns to be dealt with. A special type is the marksensing reproducer, which is designed to translate graphite marks on cards into holes on the
same card. The data are entered in appropriate printed boxes with electrographic lead. The
sensing device, which operates on the principle that ~raphite conducts electricity, then
reads them for automatic reproduction at normal speedS, thus eliminating punching by hand.
However, there-are several disadvantages and imperfections to the method. In the
first p+ace, marking the cards is slower and iess reliable than key-punching. Secondly, it
is not possible to mark more than 27 colwrms 6f data on one side of the card although both
sides may be used. Thus to :reproduce a full 80-coltunn card requires several runs through
the machine and a lot of pre-sorting and checking by hand, especially for upper-air data
where at least twelve marked cards per observation would be needed. Thirdly, the reading
principle is inherently crude and, unless the marks are really bold aqd firm, mis-reading
will occur.
A photo-electric reproducer designed to read ordinary pencil marks is also available, operating at about 50 cards per minute. Here again only ~ limited number of columns
(46) can be dealt with at once and blemishes in the materials may be wrongly read as data.

4.1.3

Sorting and collating machines

Sorters are used for rearranging cards in any desired sequence and for segregating
or grouping particular categories of data. Each card is fed beneath a sensing device, set
to operate on one selected column at a time, and is automatically directed into one of thirteen separate pockets, corresponding to each of the twelve possible punching positions with
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an, additional"reject" pocket. Multi-character sorting -e.g. sorting 3:-.digitstation numbers into numerical order -- requires as many passes through the machine as there ar~ columns
to be dealt with. However, a group selector can be fitted which enables particular combinations of factors in up to eight columns to be extracted during a single Pass through the
cards. Also, mechanical counters should be provided for each pocket and for the total cards
passed... otherwise the counting has to be done manually'.

Sorting spe~ds of 200-600 cards a minute by brush sensing are commonplace : with
photo-electriG readers up' to 2,000 cards a minute are possible.
Collators are designed to expedite and supplement the w~rk of sorters. They
combine the dual function of (i) directing the flow of cards frail). one or two feeding hoppers
into one of several (usually four or five) pockets, and (ii) determining which is ~e larger
of two numbers, either on the same card, on two successive cards in t~e same set o~ on two
cards from separate sets. Up to 16 digits, not necessarily in adjacent card co~umns, can
be simultaneously compared.
'
Constants (e.g. critical limits or key numbers) may also be fed into the ~achine
for comparison with punched variables. As a result of these comparisons, the card files
are either separated into groups or classes, or two sets are merged into ope (e.g. surtace
and upper-air cards for later tabulation). The collator is also commonly used to check the
sequence of a set of cards (e.g. into the strict ohronological order' frequently required
in climatology), to select a range of values (e. g. all temperatures between 20 and 30 o G) or
to match items from a file. Usually only numeric valties are dealt with, but there is a-model
whioh.can be used for alphabetic collation.
By splitting the standard mUlti-digit comparing unit into single- or two-digit
units, capable of re-cQrubination in any order, the collator may be adapted for data editing.
Reported or derived values can be tested for consistency with related elements or with
expected ranges and for conformity with tables of such values (e.g. dew-points or relatTve
humidities in relation to t,hereported dry- and wet"-bulb temperatures)·.
Each feed of a collator usually operates at
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cards per minute in slower models,

and up to 650 cards per minute in faster machines; programming is by means of a wired con-

trol panel or

4.1.4

plug~board.

Tabulating machines

-------------------

Tabulating (or aocounting) madhinesgenerally can be programmed to : (i) print·
information .in tabular form from all or any selected columns of a set of Gards, or direct~y
from accumulator meohanisms of whioh up to 80 may be fitted. This information may also be
automatioally punched out if a sununary punch is attached} (ii) add, subtract or count in the
accumulator, and 1n some cases multiply; (iii) classify Or select data by means of caracontrolled electromagnetic switches. Arithmetic' and'printing operations can also be carried
out on the data under the control of designators punched. in the cardS themselves.
'1$.ei'e are a variety of models incorporating some or all of the above functions,
and speeds range from 80 to 150 oards per minute. Usually a row of 88 to 120 characters
width can be printed with a variable line spacing, either on pla.in or pre-printed stationeiy.
Multiple copies (carbon or otherwise) or wax stencils may also be made.

m climatological work tabulators can be used for : (a) preparing one~ or twoway tables of simple or cumulative frequencies, or counts of the inoidence of single elements
or several simultaneously-oocurring elements; (b) oarrying out computing within their capacity (e.g. accumulating a sum from which a mean value maybe d~rived elsewhere by diVision)
and tabulating or summary-punching the results; (c) preparing printed copies of all or parts
of the punch-card record and of climatological summaries or analyses, possibly for publication; Cd) data editing, especially where a print-out is required for scrutiny.
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Statistical machines combine the functions of the sorter, the collator and the
tabulator, and provide the extra power and flexibility often required by the climatologist
in his work. The repeated runs needed on simpler machines are minimized and more complex
sorting and editing routines can be carried out. The maximum speed is 450 cards per minute
but printing and summary punching of incidence counts ffiB very much slower. Generally speaking the statistical machine is economical compared with the tabulator when much counting
and little printing need to be done. For frequency distribution work, groups of data for
which counts are to be distributed should average at least fifty.
Calculating machines are usually limited to arithmetic work, although, the larger
machines have some logical capability as well. They all have a small capacity, at least,
for controlling and varying the sequence of arithmetic operations, by means of an external
plug-board, so as to permit the solution of a variety of computing problems. Results are
usually punched onto the card from which the data for the calculation are taken, but it is
also possible to retain them within the machine for summation over a group of cards and for
sUbsequent punching onto a trailer card. Some models have a line printer incorporated,
capable of printing up to 600 lines of 120 characters per minute.
The electro-mechanical models are fairly slow and range from a maximum of about
50 cards a minute for a simple multiplication by a single-digit multiplier, down to one or
two when a succession of operations with large multipliers or divisors are involved. Electronic models are faster and are limited in speed only by the card punch (100-300 oards per
minute) unless oomputing is heavy (e.g. the solution of equations involving the expansion
of several power series) when the speed may be reduced to only a few cards per minute.

4.,".6
Several types of punch-card machines are either very special and often minor in
function or combine functions ·of the basic machines described above. An example of the former
is the end-printing reproducer which prints selected information for identification pu~poses
in bold characters across one end of the card, it' necessary in combination with gang-punching
of the same details. This machine should be distinguished from the interpreter, which can
print all or some of the punched information at a convenient place on the face of the card.
Auxiliary machines include card-to-tape converters and automatic card readers and
punches which are linked to calculators or computers (see section 2.3 above). Each manufacturer has his own types of punch-card machines and equipment (storage cabinets, etc.) and
specifications can often be varied widely to meet particular user requirements. Readers are
referred to published brochures for more details.
4.2

Punch-tape machines

4.2.1

The transcription to paper tape in the appropriate code is done on a key-:punch
or keyboard perforator, as for cards; the equipment is, however, more compact and is invariably electrically powered. Also the keyboard much more often comprises both alphabetic and
numeric characters.
Normal punching rates for proficient operators are abput

8,OOO-9~OOO

key depressions

an hour.
4.2.2

Tape readers and reperforators

------------------------------

Automatic tape readers or transmitters are motor-driven devices for translating
perforations on tape into electrical impulses. They may either b~ single-wire, producing
a single train of impulses in series, or multi-wire for parallel reading, one wire per tape
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channel with possible additional wires for circuit-control purposes. In gene~al single-wire
tape readers are used for telegraphic or tape-editing applications at fairly slow speeds
(less than 20 chi sec.) whereas multi-wire readers are used with computers for which much
faster speeds (100 ell/sec. upwards) are required. Both may employ "strikers ll or "peckers rl
for sensing the holes, but for the fastest speeds photo-electric sensing is necessary.
Reperforators automatically reconvert coded electrical impulses back into holes.
They too are single- or multi-wire depending on the speed requirements. Linked to a reader,
directly or over a land-line, they can be used to reproduce a tape. Fitted to teleprinters
or accOlmting machines they can automatically "capture lt data on tape for later processing
or rebroadcasting. They may be adapted to produce fully-perforated or chadless tape~ with
or without interpretation. The fastest tape writing is done by printing rather than perforating~ at speeds up to l~OOO characters per second.

4.2.3
With manually prepared tape one error may be expected to occur every 200-2~OOO
characters. Some errors are noticed by the operator almost immediately they are made ~d
can be corrected by back-spacing until the wrong character is under the punches when it
can be removed by means of an erase (all holes punched) character that computers and other
automatic machines are designed to ignore.
To detect and eliminate errors later requires a more elaborate procedure and
special equipment. A feature of tape editing is that the whole tape is remade irrespec,tive
of the number of errors that occur on it~ whereas with cards only those containing mistakes
are actually repunched. There are three main non-computer methods.
The first~ especially suited to short tapes~ is the proofreading method~ wh~ch
pequires a keyboard typewriter (or teleprinter) with tape~reading ~d reperforating attachments. As the tape is punched a printed page copy of the data is made which is checked and
the errors~ if any~ marked on it. An incorrect tape is then placed in the reader and reproduction via the reperforatoris begun and proceeds until the first error is neared;. then
the machine is stopped and advanced slowly a character at a time by means of an flinching"
key to the exact point of error. The operator then uses the keyboard to introduce the
correct character manually before switclling to II automatlc ll until the next recorded error
looms up. He is assisted in all this work of reconstruction by the production of a monitor
printed copy of the second punching on which unchanged characters appear in black and correctionS in red.
Another is the comparator method which requires two tapes" independently punched
from the same record, to be read simultaneously by means of twin reading heads mounted on a
common base and driven by a single motor. Reading proceeds automatically until a difference
between them is registered~ when it is stopped and a warning is given. The tapes are inspectEd aridthe error marked on one of them; the process is then repeated until the entire
tape is dealt with. Afterwards one tape may be found to be error free and this is retained.
But if the tapes are long it is more than likely that errors will be found in both~ in which
case the one with the least errors is either amended by means of a unipunch or corrections
are spliced in (splicing is not recommendeq for library tapes). Alternatively a third tape
can be reperforated, later or simUltaneously with the comparating run~ and corrected manually
at every point of error as with the proofreading method.
Probably the best and simplest method for large-scale punching is the verifier
which is almost the exact counterpart of card verification. It requires only a
keyboard perforator and a reader. A tape is prepared using the keypunch and is then placed
in the reader. The same (or preferably another) operator then proceeds to punch the data
again. The keyboard~ the reader and the perforator are so linked that if the code combination for the depressed key corresponds to that sensed by the reader it is punched in the new
tape. If not~ further punching is inhibited and the key is locked down until the operator
releases it after deciding what is wrong.
method~
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Other facilities and devices

Although originally developed for the telecommunications field, punch-tape units
are increasingly being employed op non-telegraphic applications. They may be attached to
conventional machines of all sorts (electrical typewriters, adding or add-listing machines,
graph plotters, composing
machines, etc.) and in particular provide links to enable dataprocessing systems to be built. Card readers and punches are also being used in this way
and both c1as9€S are used in association with computers, but of the two, punched-tape ancillaries are cheaper and more compact.
This is particularly evident in tape-editing equipment described in the previous
section, which apart from punching and verifying may also serve for reproducing and tabulating, although speeds are slow (see paragraph 4.2.2 above), and a certain measure of collation is possible. Composite tapes containing data from several tape sources can be made up,
and this is practicable even with many fairly short segments. For more detailed and systematic collation, at higher speed, special tape-merging apparatus comprising two or more
readers, one or more reperforators and the necessary electronic circuits for control and
comparison will be required.
Tape is par excellence a continuous recording medium and random access to or
sorting of the data it contains is not feasible without the help of a computer. Although
there does exist at least one automatic retrieval device whereby preselected items on a
series of tape reels may be punched or printed out, a complete re-sorting by such means
would be slow and uneconomic. Another rather devious way round this difficulty is to conve~t to c~rds (or punch on cards initially) for sorting followed by conversion back to tape,
using automatic converters. The la~ter have many other uses-_ e.g. in providing punch-carq
installations with remote-control or rapid-transmission facilities via teleprinters. Cards
can oe-convertedto tape for transmission by iand-line to a distant installation, for use
in tape -or page-copy form or for reconversion back to cards. But- it should be borne in
mind that equipment errors are likely to be introduced at every conversion, and special
precautions will be necessary.

4.3

Special and peripheral equipment

A growing variety of equipment has been developed to operate in association
with automatic data-processing (ADP) systems or-to provide linkages between otherwise incompatible systems. Essentially they are converters of some kind and often have to be specially
made or modified to suit particular applications.

4·3.1
Digitizers accept the analogue output from observing instruments in the form
of voltages, pressures, temperatures, shaft positions, rate counts, measurements of weight
or length, etc. This output is converted to digital form for recording on cards or tape
(punched or magnetic), in print or directly to line. The sampling rate may be as high as
several hundred readings per second, and a range of different instruments may be tied through
one or more converters toa single- recording unit. Automatic weather stations producing
their observations, directly in a machineable medium and/or broadcasting them by radio, are
examples of this.

4·3·2
Numerical data may be required in graphical or line form-_e.g. frequency curves,
time or space cross-sections, the contour charts in numerical weather prediction of the 1sopleths required for climatological atlases. There are several automatic line-drawing or
graph-plotting machines commercially available which accept digital input from cards or
tape, or directly from computers. Line-drawing speeds of 25cm per second or more are not
uncommon for mechanical plotters, and a limited range of symbols may be plotted.
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Electronic printer-plotters, operating eitnerfrom magnetic t~peQT as dire~t
computer output, can plot as many as 100,000 points or line segments per second on the face
of a cathode-ray tube, to be photographed onto microfilm.
In the absence of plotting equipment, conv~ntibhal l~ne-printer~ may be programmed
to produce a printed simulation of patterns corresponding to a set of contours.

Converters of digital information from one medium to another (including microfilm) have already been referred to in previous sect~ons. Stanqards and codes in any medium
v~ry considerably and each converter may have to be specially ~~apted to its purpose. However, ali> will become evident from tpe ne:x;t section" modern computers" suitably equipped" a,reincreasingly taking over such mundane tasks" and w~th these" special codes and conventions
are no problem.

5.

DIGITAL ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS AND ELECTRONIC DATA-PROCESSING (EDP) SYSTEMS

Elebtrbnic computers 'are of two types : analogue and digital. In the former,
numbers are represented as voltages and the circuits are so arranged that the equation
governing the computer variables is the same as that for which a solution is sought. Only
special types of mathematical equation ban be solVed by apy one computer and the accuracy
is usually not very high. Analogue computers arS therefore 'only suitable for climatological
work in a restricted area of interest. An example is the flood routing machine formerly
used in the U.S.A. in the forecasting of river-water levels.
The digital co~puter" on the other h~nd" deals with numbers and other coded
inforl1).ation as discrete entities -- pulses :in an etectrical circuit or magnetized arrays in
the s,tore. ';rhey are much more accurate and flexible thah <malogue machines and. may be used
for the solution of any kind of data-processing problem or a combination of computational
and data-processing problem that is likely to occur in meteorology.

5.1

Main elements and characteristics

The ~ssentials of a digital computer are: a unit to perform the basic arithmetic operations" one or mare IImemorylT s·toreS. to hold data and programme instructions" and
a control unit to carry out the operations specified by the progranune in corr,ec:t sequence.
Both decimal and alphabetic information is handled as a "word" or string of binary digits
(bits) varying in size from about 12 to 48 bits, and mOre in Some machines. Eaoh word may
represent one or more programme instructions, one or more numbers or several alpha-numeric
characters. Some machines are completely variabie a~ to word length" using a special code
to denote the b~ginning or end of a word.
Some computers, are designed to operate in decimal arithmetic" using a binarycoded-decimal configuration of bits, usually requiring a set of 4 bits to represent each
decimal digit, or a set of 6 bits for each letter or special charaoter. Many computers are
true binary mac~ines" performing arithmetic operations in the binary notation, using the
base 2 instead of the base 10 as the radix. Decimal numbers or alphabetic in£ormation may
be stored or transferred within such machines; for arithmetic operations" however" decimal
numbers must be converted by computational methods to their binary eqUivalents.
Numbers may be stored and manipulated either in fixed-point form, for which the
binary or ~ecimal point is always assumed to be in the same position within the word and
the number range is therefore restricted" or floating-point form~ for' which the binary or
decimal point is assumed to vary its position so as to allow a very much larger range of
numbers, but carrying a fixed number. of significant digits. In the latter case information
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as to the precise location of the point is automatically incorporated in the word °t If
and uses part of the word capacity. For purely data-handling purposes the abilitylt~ede~l
with individual characters or small numbers (fixed-point) will usually sUffice, but scientific problems frequently require floating-po,int facilities, especially where the range

of

numbers is very large, and the left-most digits of the results are the truly significant
one~. It should be noted, however, that in many statistical procedures (e.g. computing the
moments of a.distribution) very large pairs of numbers are calculated and the final result
is comPuted from a usually small difference between the members of a pair. If the number
pairs are larger than the maximum number of significant digits allowed by the floating-point
format, the round-off error may destroy the validity of the results
I
h
fix d
•
n SUe cases, the
e -point mode, coupled with programmes for double preoision (i.e. 2 word-length) arith_
metic is more suitable. Most Qomputers.nowadays are general-purpose, working in both modes
or at least offering floating-point as an optional extra.
They operate either in series or parallel. In series operation words are dealt
with dig~t by digit in strict sequence. This mode is inherentiy slower and cheaper in circuitry than. the parallel mode in which every bit is manipulated simultaneously. Because
_~f the expense only part of the computer, the arithmetic unit for example may be wir d
l.n parall~l.-- , e .
5.2

Internal storage

Computer words are stored either singly on a matrix of magnetic cores (tiny
rings of ferrite material), in groups on the ferrite_coated surfaces of magnetic drums or
discs, as trains of pulses in a delay line, as patterns of electrostatic spots on the screen
of a cathode-ray tube, or in long sequences on a reel of magnetic tape.
Magnetic-core stores are rather expensive but permit rapid random ac~ess (a$ do
storage tUbes), ·possibly ina millionth of a second or le$s, to each individually addressable item of stored information. Up to 4,096 words of tliis high-speed storage
are nOw usual on quite small machines, and stores expandable in units (or modules) of 4,096
words to 32,768 or more are fairly standard on the bigger ones.
eleQtr9§t~tic

Magnetic drums rotate at speeds of several thousand revolutions per minute and
allow random transfer of entire blocks (or sectors) of information to or from the higb~speed
store in a few thousandths of a second. To get at a single item the who~e sector containing
it must be transferred. Several drums, each containing tens or even hund~eds of thousands
·01' words in addressabre sectors, may be fitted. Rotating magnetic discs, in assemblies of
50 or so, constitute large-volume random access stores holding millions ·01' words on concentric data tracks on each face of the discs, any one item of which can be reached in less
than a second.
Both drums and discs are cheaper and slower than core memory and are usually
used in the faster machines as "backing" storage for information or parts of the programme
relevant to a particular problem which may only be required at infrequent intervals. Magnetic tape units may also be used in this sense but access by electronic standards is extremely
slow unless the data hapPen to be recorded in the precise sequence in which they are required,
which can sometimes be arranged.
The contents of the above forms of storage are not destroyed if the computer
fails and are easily changed or erased in use. Delay lines or electrostatic memory tubes
are erased if the power goes off. Other "vo latile t' stores -- e.g. ,thin-film stores Which
are faster and more compact even than cores __ are being developed, although they are not
yet in general use. Also "fixed" stores, the contents of which are only changeable by
engineer~, are fitted to some special-purpose machines.

5.)

Programming

Whatever the task or problem to be carried but by a computer, it must first be
programmed or translated into computer language which is the special instruction (or order)
code corresponding uniquely to each "poss ible .computer l1 operation.
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Ther~

(a)

are three

rna~p

stages :

The preliminary statement and analysis of the problem and its break-down into

the principal steps which collectively would carry it thl'Qugh to soiutioh. For
the more complex tasks it is usually necessary to constrUct a fairly detailed
"flow chart,r to help keep track of all the ramifications involved.

in

(b)

The actual writing down of the instructions that make up the programme
the
appropriate cod~. This coding often entails a reorganization of the steps of
(a) into separate I1routines" and certainly a further break-down into computer
orders. Absolute precis,ion and attention to detail are necessary .at this stage.

(c)

Punching the written programme onto cards or tape and enSuring by test ruhs
on the computer that it really is' producing what is intended. If not the work
of stage (b), or even (a), may have to be revised.

J

Practically every type of computer has a different order code although the
range of instructions is broadly the same for all. Essentially these instructions'may be
categori~ed as transfer' or manipulative (e.g. read into a particular address in the store' from
a given input Unit, transfer' from one level of storage to another, etc.), arithmetic (fiked~
or floating-point) and logical (e.g. compare two numbers and take one course of action if .
they are equal and another if they are not~ etc.) Usually instructions are,modifiable in
order that a particular pattern of operations can be repeated over an~ over aga~n without
the need to write Or store fresh orders each time, or to enable a number of alt~rnative paths
to be pu~sued wfthin a given programme.
Some computers are harder to programme than others, partly because 'their order
codes are more difficult- to learn. Howeven there is a trend towards greater simplification
and increasing use is- being made of plain-language 'codes whtch are automatically tr~n~l~ted
to full machine code by means of special "compiler" progrannne& prov.ided by, the map-~,faQturer.
This expedient decreases the time taken to learn programmingand'to write, progrannne~ b~t the
computer is frequently used less efficiently both as regards~ternal sto~ag~ and operating
tim~.
Plain-l~n~~e coding is therefore best for once-for-all programmes rather than 'for
those which have to be repeated many times as aroutihe.
A library of standard programmes (e.g. tQ evaluate common mathematical fu~ctions,
input, output, and t'ape-so"rting rotitinea.J etc.) is also, provided by the manufacturer. $leqe
may be directly usable or part&, may be incorporated into other programm~s. However, for most
climatological installations much local p~ogramme writing to meet individual enquiries and
routine commitments (e.g. for monthly pUblications or statistical summaries) will ~e i~evi
table.

5.4

Operating speeds

Computer speeds are usually expressed in manufaoturers' brochures as the times
taken to carry out the various orders --e.g. to extract a work' from the high-speed stbre (the
access time) or to multiply or divide two numbers. These speeds vary greatly from one machine
to another, .and for the same machine different functions (e.g. addition and multiplication)
may take very different times. Given these figures.J it 1s not, however, always easy to assess
1n advance how long a particular programme is likely to take on the computer or to determine
the relative speeds of different machines.
The over-all timing of a straightforward programme is merely a question of
adding up the times taken to carry out each instruction ,: transfer operations are, of course,
limited by the speed of the peripheral devices (readers, printers, etc.) in use. However,
in a complicated programme OTIe may not be sure in advance precisely which path will be traversed through a maze of alternative possibilities as this may depend on unknown variations
in the input data. Usually preliminary computer runs are needed before a really close est~
mate can be made.
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A rough comparison of the speeds of different computers may be obtained from
their instructio~ess possibly the most important single parameter being the access time
to the high-speed store. In the very fastest machines, memory access time will be one millionth of a second or less. In magnetic drum computers, access time may be as long as 60
thousandths of a second. For scientific problems, however, arithmetic speeds are equally
important and of these multiplication times are orten recommended as a yardstick. Care must
be exercised to compare like with like : arithmetic times mayor may not include transfers
between the store and the arithmetic unit. But the number and characteristics of input/output devices and the sizes of the various levels of storage enter very largely into the question and may indeed be decisive. A better comparison will be obtained if whole programmes
can be written in full machine code for each prospective system, from Which more realistic
timings can be derived. These programmes need not represent any particular task but should
preferably comprise a representative mixture of operations, in the right proportions, that
will have to be carried out on the computer.

5·5

Computer ancillaries

. Provision must be ·made for the input and output of information to a computer
in digital form and at an appropriately high rate. Speeds and operating principles for conventional devices are given in section 2.3 and others are referred to in paragraph 4.3.2.
Printers and special ancillaries may be operated either on-line,i.e. directly to or from the
computer, and/or off-line via the intermediary of cards or tape.

5.6

Electronic data-processing (EDP) systems

5.6.1

The design and construction of digital computers are still a vigorously expandimp~ess1ve variety -of -models to its -credit.
lmproved components (e.g. transistors which have completely ousted the thermionic valve in computer manufacture) and logical designs have resulted in a large reduction in size, weight, power consumption and heat dissipation, and a large increase in speed, reliability and ease of operation. This in turn has made it feasible to build large multipurpose EDP systems round a
single computer.

ing technological field with -an

All computers are now assembled from electronic"paokages" of high intrinsic
reliability, on a building-block principle. Thus on the few occasions when a fault in the
computer does develop, 'it is merely necessary to trace the affected package which can be
replaced in a matter of seconds so that normal working can be quickly resumed while the faulty
component is repaired at leisure. Another advantage of this method of construction is that
a minimum system may be acquired initially and extra capacity (memory and ancillaries) can
be added as and when required with very little interruption of day-to-day working.
5.6.2
Quite small transistorized computers of limited capacity and little or no
expandability are, however, also being produced. Logical and arithmetic speeds are more
often in the milli-second range, but they may be fast enough for many meteorological services.
They are similar to the first computers to be produced in that only one programme at a time
can be run on them, at least without a prodigious programming effort and prohibitive input
and output restrictions. Most of them are able to operate several peripheral units, sometimes simultaneously and in parallel with computing. Usually only the "slowerlt media """punched tape, cards or possibly low-density magnetic tape--will be justified.
Although these small machines tend to be exclusively punch-tape or punch-card
systems, there is no inherent restriction. In climatology a card or tape-oriented computer
equipped with two readers, a punch and a printer would be capable of carrying out all the
collating and sequential processing required, a task normally done by a much larger array of
conventional card machines. Sorting, in the sense of grouping items or of a limited rearrangement of orderly data, can be done with very little internal storage but a large random sort
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(e.g. of marine data) would require a magnetic drum at least# and it may be more €0onomic
to punch and sort on cards for this class of data. Where there are international exchange
obligations for card data an extra card punch would be necessary.

5·7

Parallel-processing and time-sharing systems

The fastest modern computers require the speed of magnetic tape and/or the
combined speed of a large number of the slower peripheral units to keep them busy. Also
external transfers must be allowed to proceed in parallel with each other and with the internal processing of data already in store. This facility of parallel processing need not be
in respect of a single programme : the available computer time may be shared between several
under the control of a master or director programme.
In some time-sharing systems the programmes are dealt with in strict rotation,
and time of the central control and arithmetic units is shared more or less equally: in
others there is a priority setting so that a particularly important job may be made to take
precedence over another. In either case the aim is to utilize every piece of equipment and
every microsecond of computer time as efficiently as possible and with the minimum of inconvenience to the programmer and the operator. The master programme supervises the switching
arrangements between the peripheries and programmes being worked on and confines each to its
own portion of the store, all levels of which have to be decided in advance by the programmer.
In the most recent systems however, this is also taken care of by the master control as is
the optimum allocation of available equipment. If more peripheral equipment or memory is
added later there is no need to rewrite the programmes in order to utilize it.
J

The point of time sharing is that several concurrent programmes can be completed
in much less time than if run one after the other J and with a well-balanced schedule of work
the delay to anyone may be quite insignificant. For example a heavy computing programme,
largely engagihg the arithmetic unit, may be almost exactly synchronized with one or more
jobs involving mainly input/output transfers. Thus many rather pedestrian jobs such as converting cards to tape (or vice versa) or searching through extensive files of data for small
amounts of information -- which often occur in climatological data-processing __ can now be
done economically via a time-sharing computer, either as a fill-in to a main scientific
programme or in association with each other.
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